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This study investigated whether seeing iconic gestures depicting verb referents promotes two types of generaliza-
tion.We taught 3- to 4-year-olds novel locomotion verbs. Childrenwho saw iconic manner gestures during training
generalizedmore verbs to novel events (first-order generalization) than childrenwho saw interactive gestures (Exper-
iment 1, N = 48; Experiment 2, N = 48) and path-tracing gestures (Experiment 3, N = 48). Furthermore, immedi-
ately (Experiments 1 and 3) and after 1 week (Experiment 2), the iconic manner gesture group outperformed the
control groups in subsequent generalization trials with different novel verbs (second-order generalization), although
all groups saw interactive gestures. Thus, seeing iconic gestures that depict verb referents helps children (a) gener-
alize individual verbmeanings to novel events and (b) learn more verbs from the same subcategory.

Verbs are an important part of speech. Recognizing
a verb is often a key step in understanding the
meaning of a sentence. As such, verbs play a vital
role in children’s acquisition of vocabulary and
grammar. Children’s early vocabulary skills and
vocabulary size are major predictors of later school
success (Anderson & Freebody, 1979; Morgan, Far-
kas, Hillemeier, & Scheffner Hammer, 2015; Rowe,
Raudenbusch, & Goldin-Meadow, 2012). It is there-
fore crucial to investigate how children learn verbs
and this study focuses on how gesture influences
this process in preschool-aged children.

Verb Learning is a Challenging Task

Associating verbs with the actions they refer to
is challenging for young children, because verbs
typically describe events that present a rich array of
information (e.g., “the man is running toward the
finish line”). It is difficult for children to individu-
ate the meaning of a verb (e.g., running) in such a
complex event (Gentner, 1978, 1981, 1982; Gentner
& Boroditsky, 2001). This is partly because children
focus on more salient components of the event,
such as the person who is performing the action
(e.g., the man), instead of the action itself (e.g., run-
ning; Aussems & Kita, 2017; Forbes & Farrar, 1995;
Imai, Haryu, & Okada, 2005; Imai, Kita, Nagumo,
& Okada, 2008; Kersten & Smith, 2002). For exam-
ple, Imai et al. (2008) presented 3-year-old children

with videos of human actors moving across the
length of a scene in unusual manners (e.g., walking
with slow heavy steps). An experimenter labeled
these training events with novel verbs. Children
were then required to extend each novel verb to
one of two videos on a split screen in a two-alterna-
tive forced-choice test. One video showed a novel
actor performing the target movement (same-action
event) and the other video showed the actor from
the training event performing a novel movement
(same-actor event). Children could not reliably pick
out the same-action events in this generalization
task, suggesting that, to them, a verb is not a label
for action itself and both the action and actor are
equally important for verb meaning. Thus, 3-year-
old children find it difficult to separate an action
from the actor who performs this action and to
focus on an action as the sole referent of a verb.
This prevented children from generalizing the
newly learned verbs to novel events that showed
the referent actions performed by novel actors.

Iconic Gestures Facilitate Verb Learning and
Generalization

Children show reliable iconic gesture comprehen-
sion by age 3 (Hodges, €Ozc�alıs�kan, & Williamson,
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2018; Stanfield, Williamson, & €Ozc�alıs�kan, 2014),
and this is particularly evident for iconic gestures
depicting actions (e.g., Hodges et al., 2018; Mar-
entette & Nicoladis, 2011; Tolar, Lederberg,
Gokhale, & Tomasello, 2008). Iconic gestures
(McNeill, 1985, 1992) that depict actions in motion
and in shape may help children to focus on actions
in a rich array of event information (Goodrich &
Hudson Kam, 2009; Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wake-
field, Hall, James, & Goldin-Meadow, 2018). They
can do so by highlighting the components of an
event relevant to verb meaning (e.g., actions), while
stripping away components irrelevant to verb
meaning (e.g., actors). This makes iconic gesture an
excellent tool for first-order generalization—that is,
for extending knowledge about individual word
meanings to novel events (Smith, Jones, Landau,
Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002).

Two studies have unequivocally shown a benefi-
cial effect of seeing iconic gesture on first-order
verb generalization in preschool-aged children (see
Mumford & Kita, 2014 for a critical review of simi-
lar other studies). First, Mumford and Kita (2014)
tested whether seeing iconic gestures compared to
seeing no gestures guided children’s first-order gen-
eralization of novel verb meanings. They showed 3-
year-old children short video clips of an actress per-
forming manual actions on novel objects, whereas
an experimenter labeled these stimulus events with
novel verbs. The experimenter produced either ico-
nic gestures that matched the manner of object
manipulation in the stimulus events (e.g., “to push
objects in a particular manner”), iconic gestures that
matched the end-state of the manipulated objects
(e.g., “to cause objects to move into a particular
shape”), or no gesture at all. Children were then
required to generalize the newly learned verbs to
one of two videos in an alternative-forced-choice
task: one video showed the same manner of object
manipulation as in the training that resulted in a
different end-state (manner-same event) and the
other video showed a different manner of object
manipulation from the training that resulted in the
same end state as in the training (end-state-same
event). Children who saw iconic manner gestures
generalized the verbs to manner-same events signif-
icantly more often than children who saw iconic
end-state gestures or no gestures. Thus, seeing ico-
nic gestures guided children’s verb learning and
generalization by highlighting the components of
an event relevant to verb meaning (i.e., manners in
which the objects were manipulated).

Second, Wakefield et al. (2018) showed that iconic
gestures promote children’s first-order verb

generalization more so than acting on objects. They
taught 4- and 5-year-old children four novel verbs
for novel actions performed on objects and com-
pared the effect of gesturing with that of acting on
those objects. Children were required to generalize
the newly learned verbs to one of two videos in an
alternative-forced-choice task: the target video
showed a novel action performed on the object they
were trained on (object-same event) and the distrac-
tor video showed the target action performed on a
novel object (action-same event). Introducing chil-
dren to this distractor event allowed the researchers
to test whether children understand that verb mean-
ing includes only action, but not other salient com-
ponents of an event, such as the object on which the
action is performed. Children who were taught
verbs with iconic gestures extended the novel verbs
significantly more often to action-same events than
children who learned the verbs through action, in
an immediate and delayed generalization task.
Thus, children who had learned verbs through ico-
nic gesture were not distracted by the object-same
events. They interpreted the verbs to refer to actions
that can be applied to novel objects and this ability
to generalize verbs persisted after a 24-hr-delay.

Limitations of Previous Research

Previous research is limited because it only
shows that seeing iconic gestures promotes first-
order generalization of individual verb meanings.
That is, children learn that a verb refers to the refer-
ent depicted in iconic gesture and they can extend
this individual verb meaning to novel events that
show the verb referent (Smith et al., 2002). How-
ever, it remains unclear whether seeing iconic ges-
tures also promotes second-order generalization of a
subcategory of verbs (Smith et al., 2002). That is,
the question is whether, when children learn a set
of novel verbs with iconic gestures, this experience
improves their performance in subsequent learning
of other novel verbs from the same subcategory,
even if they no longer see iconic gestures. If so,
then this would indicate that learning verbs with
iconic gesture equips children with general knowl-
edge about semantic properties of a subcategory of
verbs, which they can use when they subsequently
learn more verbs from the subcategory.

It is important to investigate gesture’s role in sec-
ond-order generalization, because any theory of
word learning must address not only how children
acquire individual word meanings, but also more
general categorical knowledge about words. Many
studies on vocabulary development have focused
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on the acquisition of individual words (e.g., Beh-
rend, 1990; Forbes & Farrar, 1993; Goodrich & Hud-
son Kam, 2009; Imai et al., 2005, 2008; Kersten &
Smith, 2002; McGregor, Rohlfing, Bean, & Marsch-
ner, 2009; Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wakefield et al.,
2018). However, the vocabulary is more than a list
of words. Each word belongs to a category of simi-
lar words, which has specific properties (e.g., verbs
that describe manners of locomotion, verbs that
describe manipulating objects, etc.). As such, word
learning is not just learning about individual word
meanings, but it also allows children to take advan-
tage of common properties among words that
belong to the same (sub)category.

Multiple Exemplars Facilitate First- and Second-Order
Generalization of Novel Nouns

Second-order generalization has been investi-
gated in the context of nouns but not verbs. For
example, Smith et al. (2002) trained children to
attend to shape in the context of novel object labels
and this helped children to learn novel object names
more rapidly. In the first part of their study, 17-
month-old children were taught four novel object
labels over the course of 7 weeks during once-a-
week play sessions. Each label was given to two dis-
tinct objects with the same shape. A control group
received no such training. In the Week 8, all chil-
dren took part in a first-order generalization task for
the meaning of the nouns they had learned. In each
test trial, the experimenter showed children one of
the training objects, labeled it (e.g., “This is a zup”),
and asked children to get another object by the same
name (e.g., “Where’s the zup? Get the zup.”). There
were three novel choice objects that each matched
the labeled object in shape only, color only, or tex-
ture only. Children who had received training
selected objects with the same shape significantly
more often than children in the control group, who
selected objects at chance. Thus, the training facili-
tated first-order generalization based on shape. In
Week 9, the same groups of children took part in a
second-order generalization task that tested their
understanding of novel object labels, which none of
the children had received training for. Again, chil-
dren who had received training in the first part of
the study selected objects with the same shape sig-
nificantly more often than children who had not
received training and chance. Thus, children in the
training condition deduced the abstract knowledge
(i.e., second-order generalization) that novel object
labels can be extended base on shape similarity at
least for the type of objects used in the study.

Iconic Gestures Could Promote Abstract Linguistic
Knowledge

This study investigates a novel method to pro-
mote second-order generalization for a subcategory
of verbs in preschool-aged children. Specifically, we
ask whether seeing iconic gestures while learning
novel locomotion verbs allows children to acquire
not just knowledge about individual verb mean-
ings, but also the general knowledge that the verbs
in our study refer to manners of locomotion. In this
study, we will teach children locomotion verbs,
while children see an event in which a person
moves from one location to another in a particular
manner. To successfully generalize the novel verb
to novel events, children need to be able to focus
on this manner of locomotion as the sole referent of
the verb.

As reviewed earlier, seeing iconic gestures in this
type of verb learning task should help children to
focus on individual verb meanings (Mumford &
Kita, 2014; Wakefield et al., 2018). This would
enable children to generalize the verb to a new
event in which the same action is performed by a
different actor (i.e., first-order generalization). Chil-
dren could also deduce the general knowledge that
the verbs in our study refer to manners of locomo-
tion. Even when they encounter a novel verb that
belongs to this subcategory for the first time in the
second block of our verb learning task (without see-
ing any iconic gesture), such abstract linguistic
knowledge would enable children to generalize this
verb to a novel event based on singling out the
manner of locomotion (i.e., second-order generaliza-
tion). The question we aim to answer in this study
is whether seeing iconic gestures promotes such
abstract linguistic knowledge.

Iconic Gestures Promote Abstract Nonlinguistic
Knowledge

Seeing iconic gestures promotes nonlinguistic
abstract knowledge in children. In a study by Cook,
Duffy, and Fenn (2013), second-, third-, and fourth-
grade children were instructed in mathematical
equivalence (e.g., 8 + 6 = . . . + 2) with either
speech and gesture or speech alone. In both condi-
tions, the instructor verbalized an equalizer strat-
egy, stating the two sides of the equation must be
equal. Only in the speech and gesture condition,
the instructor swept her left hand back and forth
under the numbers to the left of the equal sign
while saying “one side,” and the right hand under
the numbers to the right of the equal sign while
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saying “the other side,” expressing equivalence of
the two sides. Children in the speech and gesture
condition solved more similar mathematical equa-
tions than children in the speech alone condition in
an immediate and delayed posttest, but also in a
delayed transfer test of novel equations with multi-
plication. Thus, gestures which conveyed abstract
knowledge about equations (i.e., the two sides of
the equation must be equal) promoted nonlinguistic
abstract knowledge that children can use later.
However, it remains unclear whether seeing iconic
gestures can promote linguistic abstract knowledge
(i.e., second-order generalization) that children can
use later, and whether this is possible even when
iconic gestures (and speech) do not explicitly con-
vey abstract knowledge but only individual verb
meanings.

Possible Mechanism

Iconic gesture may facilitate first- and second-
order generalization through schematization of
complex scenes. Gestures can schematize informa-
tion by highlighting a subset of information in a
rich scene (Kita, Alibali, & Chu, 2017). More specifi-
cally, in our experimental paradigm, seeing an ico-
nic gesture depicting how an actor moves while
learning a novel verb for the actor’s manner of loco-
motion directs children’s attention to manners of
locomotion in rich arrays of event information. This
helps children to focus on manner of locomotion as
the referent of the verb and allows them to general-
ize this verb to a novel event that shows the same
manner (i.e., first-order generalization, as also
shown in Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wakefield et al.,
2018). When children repeatedly schematize similar
events guided by iconic gestures, children may also
pick up the general knowledge that manners of
locomotion are important for verbs that belong to
the same subcategory, just as children in the study
by Smith et al. (2002) picked up the general knowl-
edge that shape is important for nouns that
describe solid objects after repeated shape-bias
training.

The Present Study

This study investigates if seeing iconic gesture
promotes first- and second-order generalization of
locomotion verbs in preschool-aged children. We
taught 3- to 4-year-old children twelve novel loco-
motion verbs describing short video clips of actors
moving in unusual manners shown on a computer
screen. We then tested their ability to generalize

these verbs to novel events that included the verb
referents across two blocks of six trials. In Block 1,
the iconic manner gesture group saw iconic ges-
tures depicting the verb referents (i.e., manners of
locomotion) in the stimulus events and the control
group saw interactive gestures (Bavelas, Chovil,
Lawrie, & Wade, 1992), which did not depict any
aspect of the stimulus events. In Block 2, children
in both groups saw interactive gestures, while
learning a new set of six novel verbs. Crucially, in
Block 2, the actors and actions shown in the stimu-
lus events and the novel verbs used to label these
events were different from Block 1. Block 2 was
administered either immediately after Block 1
(Experiment 1), or 1 week later (Experiment 2). We
tested the effect of gesture after 1 week to assess
whether the general knowledge about the locomo-
tion verbs, necessary for second-order generaliza-
tion, persists long term. This is plausible as seeing
gesture led to increased performance on novel
equations after a delay in the mathematical domain
(e.g., Cook et al., 2013). Finally, we tested whether
it was crucial that iconic gestures depicted the verb
referents (i.e., manners of locomotion). To this end,
in Experiment 3, we compared iconic gestures
depicting the verb referents (i.e., manners of loco-
motion as in Experiments 1 and 2) and path-tracing
gestures that encoded the actors’ lateral path (pro-
duced near the computer screen but without touch-
ing it). These path-tracing gestures drew children’s
attention to the stimulus events and iconically
depicted the actors’ lateral path from left to right,
but they did not encode any information about the
verb referents (i.e., manners of locomotion). We
compared two groups of children: in Block 1, the
iconic manner gesture group learned verbs with
iconic gestures that depicted the actors’ manners of
locomotion and the path-tracing gesture group with
gestures that traced the actors’ path. In Block 2,
both groups learned verbs with interactive gestures.
As the actors in all stimulus events always moved
along the same path (i.e., from left to right), the
path-tracing gestures that iconically encoded this
path information were not useful for picking out
the correct answer in the generalization task. If ico-
nic gestures that encode the actors’ manner are more
beneficial for first- and second-order verb general-
ization than path-tracing gestures that encode the
actors’ path, then this shows that: (a) it is crucial
that iconic gestures depict the verb referent, and (b)
it is not sufficient for gesture to draw children’s
attention to the stimulus event.

Each trial consisted of a training and test phase.
During the training phase, a stimulus event in
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which an actor moved across the length of a scene
in an unusual manner was labeled with a novel
verb by an experimenter. Children’s understanding
of the novel verb’s meaning was tested immediately
after each training phase in a two-alternative
forced-choice task. One video showed a novel actor
performing the target action from the training
phase (same-action event) and the other video
showed the actor from the training phase perform-
ing a novel action (same-actor event). If children
understand that the novel verb refers to the manner
of locomotion, they should pick the same-action
event over the same-actor event in the test phase.

Across the three experiments, we predicted a
main effect of group where the iconic manner ges-
ture group would outperform the control groups in
Block 1 (i.e., iconic gesture promotes first-order gen-
eralization) and crucially, in Block 2 (i.e., iconic ges-
ture promotes second-order generalization),
immediately (Experiments 1 and 3) and 1 week
later (Experiment 2).

Experiment 1

Methods and Materials

Design

The experiment had a 2 9 2 mixed design. Trials
were grouped into a within-participant variable
block, where Block 1 corresponded to Trial 1–6 and
Block 2 to Trial 7–12 of the verb learning task. The
between-participant variable was the gesture type
presented in Block 1: iconic manner gesture versus
interactive gesture. In Block 2, children in both
groups were presented with interactive gestures.
Our binary-dependent variable was children’s verb
generalization performance in each of the 12 trials
of the alternative-forced-choice test (0 = incorrect,
same-actor event, 1 = correct, same-action event).

Participants

The data were collected between January 25 and
March 3, 2017. Our sample size was determined a
priori using GPower version 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder,
Buchner, & Lang, 2009) based on pilot data that
showed a medium-sized effect (odds ratio = 2.30,
a = .05, power = 0.80). Participants were recruited
via two public nurseries in the West-Midlands (Uni-
ted Kingdom), and via a database of families who
expressed interest taking part in language develop-
ment research. The sample included 48 typically
developing children (24 girls, 24 boys) between 35

and 48 months old (M = 41.26, SD = 4.01). One
additional child was tested but excluded from the
analysis because she pointed exclusively to answers
on one side of the screen in test trials. There were
12 boys and 12 girls in each group. Children’s age
in months did not differ between the two groups, F
(1, 46) = 0.19, p = .666. Twenty-five percent of the
children had a racial background other than White
(i.e., 8% Asian and 17% Black). Informed written
parental consent was obtained for all participants.
All children were exposed to the English language
for at least 75% of the time and English was the pri-
mary language spoken at home (as indicated by
their caregivers). Participating nurseries received a
book voucher and children who were tested in the
research lab received a certificate and a toy. All
studies reported in this article received ethical
approval from the Humanities and Social Sciences
Ethics Committee at the University of Warwick.

Materials

A set of 36 video clips (4–15 s) depicting 24 unu-
sual manners of human locomotion was taken from
the GestuRe and ACtion Exemplar database (Aus-
sems, Kwok, & Kita, 2017a, 2017b). Stimulus videos
showed 24 actors (12 males, 12 females) moving
across the length of a scene using their feet, legs,
and body. Their arms and hands were always kept
to the side of their bodies, fingers pointing down,
parallel to their torsos.

The 24 unusual actions were organized in distinc-
tive pairs to create 12 target and distractor combina-
tions. A matching iconic gesture was designed for
each unusual action, which, at the same time, mis-
matched the other action in each pair. Example
videos of iconic gestures are available from http://
wrap.warwick.ac.uk/78493 and the file names can
be found in Appendix. The matches and mismatches
between iconic gestures and actions were normed for
each male actor and female actor in a rating study,
which is reported elsewhere (Aussems et al., 2017a,
2017b). Furthermore, the similarity between male
actors and female actors performing the same match-
ing and mismatching actions was normed, as well as
the (dis)similarity between all actions in the stimulus
set, and the novelty of the actions to English native
speakers (see Aussems et al., 2017a, 2017b, for more
detail). For each action, we picked the female actor
whose rendition of the action was rated to be the best
match to the corresponding iconic gesture (best
among all female actors) and we did the same for
male actors. For each action pair, the actor with the
best match and mismatch ratings between actions
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and iconic gestures performed both the target action
and the distractor action (24 video clips), and the
other actor performed only the target action (12
video clips). There were as many female actors as
male actors performing the target and distractor
actions. In the test phase, the correct choice in the
two-alternative forced-choice trials was a video of a
novel actor (of the opposite sex) performing the same
action as seen in the training phase. We introduced
an actor of the opposite sex to make it clear to the
children that the actors changed.

The experimenter produced three different inter-
active gestures (Bavelas et al., 1992) during the
experiment task, which were meant to engage the
children in the interaction and generally expressed
excitement and surprise. An example of an interac-
tive gesture can be seen in Figure 1, but we have

also made video recordings of the interactive ges-
tures available via the Open Science Framework
(osf.io/3jx4b). Importantly, none of the interactive
gestures depicted any aspect of the verb referents.
The experimenter rotated the three interactive ges-
tures across trials in the training phase and did so
in the same way for children in Block 2 for the
experimental group and the control group.

The following novel verbs were used to label the
unusual actions: daxing, blicking, larping, stumming,
pilking, krading, poffing, wepping, howning, mipping,
glabbing, and yoofing. These words are widely used
in word learning studies with English-speaking
children (e.g., Mumford & Kita, 2014; Roseberry,
Hirsh-Pasek, Parish-Morris, & Golinkoff, 2009).

Video clips of action events were shown using
slide presentation software Microsoft Office

Group 
Training phase 

(block 1) 

Test phase 

(block 1) 

Training phase 

(block 2) 

Test phase 

(block 2) 

Iconic 

manner 

gesture 

(Exp. 1-3) 
    

Interactive 

gesture 

(Exp. 1-2)     

Path-

tracing 

gesture 

(Exp. 3) 
    

Figure 1. Procedure of Experiments 1–3. In the training phase of Block 1 (Column 1), stimulus events were labeled with novel verbs
accompanied by either iconic gestures depicting the verb referents (i.e., manners of locomotion; Row 1), interactive gestures (Row 2) or
path-tracing gestures (Row 3). In the test phase of Block 1, children were asked to generalize each verb to one of two videos (Column
2). The correct generalization (i.e., same-action event) is shown on the right. In the training phase of Block 2, children in all groups were
shown action events accompanied by interactive gestures (Column 3) and the actors and actions in those events were novel compared
to Block 1. The test phase of Block 2 followed the same procedure as in Block 1 (Column 4). The correct generalization (i.e., same-action
event) is shown on the left.
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PowerPoint 2016 on a 14 in. touch screen laptop.
Using on-screen buttons, programmed by Visual
Basic for Applications, the children’s responses
were automatically recorded.

Randomization and Counterbalancing

We created 12 counterbalancing versions of the
experiment in which we rotated the order of the 12
training exemplars, so that each manner of locomo-
tion would appear an equal number of times in
each trial position. Target exemplars appeared
equally often on the left and right sides of the
screen in the test phase. We counterbalanced the
gender of the actors across the training phase and
test phase. If the actor in the training exemplar was
a female actor than this actor also appeared in the
distractor exemplar (same-actor event) and a male
actor appeared in the target exemplar (same-action
event), and vice versa. An Excel spreadsheet that
contains the fully counterbalanced design is avail-
able via the Open Science Framework (osf.io/
3jx4b).

Participants were pseudorandomly assigned to a
group, before the experimenter met them, based on
their gender and age in months, so that the two
groups would be comparable in terms of gender
and age. We administered each counterbalancing
version to one child in each group before moving
on to the next version. Participants tested at differ-
ent nurseries and in the research lab are therefore
equally represented across the two groups. Once all
12 counterbalancing versions had been adminis-
tered, we repeated this process, such that each
counterbalancing version was administered to two
children in each group.

Procedure

Children were tested individually in a quiet area
of their nursery or preschool or in the research lab-
oratory. The experimenter and child participant sat
next to each other at a low children’s table on small
chairs, and the experimenter placed the laptop in
front of the child. The touch screen and the experi-
menter’s gestures were within arm’s reach of the
child; thus, the child could easily see both the
experimenter’s hands and the laptop screen at the
same time. Children completed two warm-up trials
followed by two blocks of six verb learning trials.
The warm-up trials familiarized children with
selecting answers on each side of the screen by
pointing at the relevant picture, in the following
way. Children were shown pictures of a cat and a

dog on each side of the screen and asked to show
the experimenter each animal (e.g., “Where is the
dog?” and “Where is the cat?”).

Verb learning trials followed immediately and
included a training phase and test phase (see Fig-
ure 1). During the training phase, children watched
a video of an actor who moved across the length of
a scene in an unusual manner. When the video
played at the first time, the experimenter said
“Look! He (or she) is daxing!”, and when the video
played at the second time, the experimenter said
“Wow! He (or she) is daxing again!”. Depending on
the condition, the experimenter accompanied these
utterances with either an iconic gesture depicting
the way the actor in the video moved or an interac-
tive gesture that was not related to the actor’s
movement in any way. In the immediate test phase
that followed, the experimenter asked the children
to generalize the newly learned verb to one of theb
two videos that played simultaneously on the left
and right sides of the screen (“Which one is dax-
ing?”). The experimenter looked at the child and
away from the screen when making this request.
One video showed a novel actor performing the
target movement that was labeled with a verb in
the training phase (same-action event) and the other
video showed the same actor as in the training
phase performing a novel action (same-actor event).
The two videos played continuously on loop until
the child picked one. If the child did not respond to
the experimenter’s request or asked the experi-
menter whether one of the videos showed daxing,
the question was repeated until one video was cho-
sen. If the child pointed at both videos, the experi-
menter asked the child to pick one. Children
received positive feedback in each trial (e.g., “Well
done,” “Good job”) to keep them motivated to fin-
ish the task. This procedure was repeated for six
verbs in Block 1, followed immediately by six verbs
in Block 2. Note that all children were taught novel
verbs while seeing interactive gestures in Block 2
and that the actors and actions shown in the stimu-
lus events and the novel verbs used to label these
events were different from those in Block 1.

Data Analysis

Verb generalization performance in each trial (bi-
nary: 1 = correct, same-action event, 0 = incorrect,
same-actor event) was analyzed with a mixed-ef-
fects logistic regression analysis using the lme4
package (Bates, M€acheler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015)
in the R Studio software for statistical analyses (R
Development Core Team, 2011). Fixed factors
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included group (iconic gesture vs. interactive ges-
ture) and block (1 = Trial 1–6 vs. 2 = Trial 7–12).
All the models reported in this article included a
maximal random effects structure (cf. Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), that is, random slope and
intercept variation and the co-variance between the
two, for participants and training exemplars (i.e.,
the 12 stimulus videos that were labeled with a
novel verb). Likelihood ratio tests (v2) were used to
compare the full model with updated versions of
the model that systematically excluded the main
effect and interaction terms of interest. Planned
comparisons were carried out by running our anal-
ysis separately with children’s performances in
Block 1 and Block 2 as the dependent variables.
The confint() function was used to compute 95%
confidence intervals around the beta estimates of
each effect. The wilcox.test() function was used to
calculate one-sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests
for comparisons with chance level and effect size r
was calculated using Rosenthal’s formula (Rosen-
thal, 1994). The raw data and R Markdown files for
all graphs and analyses reported in this article are
available via the Open Science Framework (osf.io/
3jx4b).

Results

The left panel in Figure 2 shows children’s per-
formance in verb generalization trials (in propor-
tion) of Experiment 1 organized by group and
block. Children’s verb generalization performance
for each trial (binary: 1 = correct, same-action event,
0 = incorrect, same-actor event) was entered into a
mixed-effect logistic regression analysis with group
and block as fixed effects and participants and
training exemplars as random effects. The main
effect of group on verb generalization performance
was significant, v2(2) = 14.83, p < .001, but not the
main effect of block, v2(2) = 2.13, p = .344, or the
interaction, v2(1) = 0.01, p = .922. Overall, children
who saw iconic gestures in Block 1 and interactive
gestures in Block 2 generalized more verbs to novel
same-action events than children who saw interac-
tive gestures in both blocks (b = �.91, p < .001, 95%
CI [�1.37, �.47]).

To further investigate our predictions, we com-
pared performances between the two groups in
Blocks 1 and 2. Subsets of the data that included
either the children’s performances in Block 1 or
their performances in Block 2 were entered

Figure 2. Verb generalization performance in Experiments 1–3 (average proportion of correct responses on the y-axis) organized by
experiment (panels), gesture group (shapes and colors), and block (x-axis). In Block 1 of Experiments 1 and 2, iconic manner gestures
were compared with interactive gestures. In Block 1 of Experiment 3, iconic manner gestures were compared with path-tracing gestures.
In Block 2 of Experiments 1–3, all groups of children saw interactive gestures. Block 1 was followed by Block 2 immediately (in Experi-
ments 1 and 3) or after 1 week (in Experiment 2). Jittered shapes represent individual performances in each block, with light gray lines
connecting the two performances. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the means. Dotted gray horizontal line represents
chance level.
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separately in our mixed-effect logistic regression
analysis. First, children in the iconic manner gesture
group (Mprop = 0.74, SD = 0.44) generalized signifi-
cantly more novel verbs to same-action events in
Block 1 than children in the interactive gesture
group (Mprop = 0.53, SD = 0.50), b = �.90, p < .001,
95% CI [�1.46, �.39]. Second, children in the iconic
manner gesture group (Mprop = 0.67, SD = 0.47)
also generalized significantly more verbs to same-
action events in Block 2 than children in the interac-
tive gesture group (Mprop = 0.47, SD = 0.50),
b = �.87, p = .001, 95% CI [�1.42, �.35]).

We carried out two additional analyses to inves-
tigate an alternative explanation of our findings
that children in the iconic manner gesture group
saw a more varying set of gestures than children in
the interactive gesture group. Children in the inter-
active gesture group saw each of the three interac-
tive gestures four times, over the two blocks. In
contrast, children in the iconic manner gesture
group saw six distinct iconic gestures in Block 1,
and they saw each of the three interactive gestures
twice in Block 2. Therefore, there was less repeti-
tion in the iconic manner gesture group than in the
interactive gesture group, which could have led to
worse performance in the interactive gesture group.
Two pieces of evidence go against this alternative
explanation. First, we compared the performances
of the two groups in the first three trials of the
task, where no gesture was repeated in either of
the groups. The data from the first three trials were
entered into our mixed-effect logistic regression
analysis. Children in the iconic manner gesture
group significantly outperformed children in the
interactive gesture group in the first three trials of
the experiment, (b = �1.03, p = .004, 95% CI
[�1.74, �.34]). Second, we compared the perfor-
mances of the two groups across four blocks of
three trials. If gesture repetition affected the perfor-
mance of children in the interactive gesture group
compared to the unique gestures in the iconic man-
ner gesture group, their performance should
decrease with every block of three trials in which
they see the same three interactive gestures
repeated, compared to the iconic manner gesture
group. We ran our mixed-effects logistic regression
analysis over the full data set with group and
blocks of three trials as predictors. The main effect
of group was significant (b = �.97, p = .035, 95%
CI [�1.91, �.08]), but not the main effect of blocks
of three trials (b = �.14, p = .600, 95% CI [�.67,
.39]), or the interaction (b = .03, p = .875, 95% CI
[�.30, .35]). Thus, there is no evidence for the alter-
native explanation that the interactive gesture

group performed worse because the same three
interactive gestures were repeated.

Finally, we investigated whether each group per-
formed better than chance in the two blocks. Chil-
dren’s proportions of correct answers on the verb
generalization task were entered into one-sample
Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests (two-tailed) with a test
value of .5. Children in the iconic manner gesture
group performed significantly better than chance in
Block 1, Z = �3.70, p < .001, r = .76, and Block 2,
Z = �2.70, p = .007, r = .55, but children in the
interactive gesture group did not perform signifi-
cantly different from chance in Block 1, Z = �.07,
p = .943, r = .01, and Block 2, Z = �.81, p = .417,
r = .17.

Discussion

The iconic gesture benefit in Block 1 indicates
that seeing iconic gestures promotes children’s first-
order generalization of individual locomotion verbs
to novel events. The continuing iconic gesture bene-
fit in Block 2 shows that seeing iconic gestures pro-
motes children’s second-order generalization of
locomotion verbs, because all the actors, actions,
and novel verbs in Block 2 were different from
those in Block 1, and none of the interactive ges-
tures depicted any aspect of the verb referents.
Thus, from the iconic gestures in Block 1, children
must have deduced the general knowledge that the
verbs in our study describe manners of locomotion,
and they used this knowledge to learn a new set of
verbs belonging to this subcategory in Block 2, in
which all children saw interactive gestures.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 investigates the long-term benefit of
seeing iconic gestures on second-order generaliza-
tion.

Methods and Materials

Design

The design was the same as in Experiment 1, but
we introduced a 1-week delay between the two
blocks of the experiment task.

Participants

The data were collected between April 12 and
the May 16, 2017. As in Experiment 1, the sample
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included 48 typically developing children (26 girls,
22 boys) between 35 and 50 months old (M = 42.98,
SD = 3.87). An additional two children were tested
but excluded from the analysis because they were
unavailable for the second testing moment (N = 1)
or diagnosed with a speech and language disorder
(N = 1). None of the children had participated in
Experiment 1 and the nurseries differed between
experiments. Participants were recruited via two
public nurseries and one Early Years Teaching Cen-
ter in the West-Midlands and Warwickshire (United
Kingdom). A total of 45 children was tested 7 days
apart, two children 8 days apart, and one child
9 days apart. Six percent of the children had a
racial background other than White (4% Asian, 2%
Black). There were 13 girls and 11 boys in each
group. Children’s age in months did not differ
between the two groups, F(1, 46) = 0.38, p = .539.
Informed parental consent was obtained for all par-
ticipants. All children were exposed to the English
language for at least 70% of the time and English
was the primary language spoken at home (as indi-
cated by their caregivers). Participating nurseries
received a book voucher.

Materials

The materials were the same as in Experiment 1.

Randomization and Counterbalancing

Randomization and counterbalancing were the
same as in Experiment 1.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment
1 (see Figure 1), apart from the following. We
introduced a 1-week delay between the two
blocks of the experiment task. Children performed
the warm-up trials again when they were pre-
sented with Block 2 after the 1-week delay to
familiarize them with pointing to both sides of
the screen.

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed in the same way as in
Experiment 1.

Results

The middle panel of Figure 2 shows children’s
performance on the verb generalization trials (in

proportion) in Experiment 2 organized by group
and block. The same analysis was used as in Exper-
iment 1. The main effect of group on verb general-
ization performance was significant, v2(2) = 11.18,
p = .004, but not the main effect of block,
v2(2) = 1.24, p = .539, or the interaction,
v2(1) = 1.10, p = .294. Overall, children who saw
iconic gestures in Block 1 and interactive gestures
in Block 2 generalized more verbs to same-action
events than children who saw interactive gestures
in both blocks (b = �.98, p = .001, 95% CI [�1.58,
�.40]).

To further investigate our predictions, we used
the same analysis as in Experiment 1. First, children
in the iconic manner gesture group (Mprop = 0.77,
SD = 0.42) generalized significantly more verbs to
novel events in Block 1 than children in the interac-
tive gesture group (Mprop = 0.62, SD = 0.49),
b = �.81, p = .009, 95% CI [�1.47, �.21]. Second,
children in the iconic manner gesture group
(Mprop = 0.81, SD = 0.39) also significantly general-
ized more verbs to novel events in Block 2 than
children in the interactive gesture group
(Mprop = 0.59, SD = 0.49), b = �1.24, p = .001, 95%
CI [�2.08, �.49].

Finally, we calculated comparisons with chance
for each group in the same way as in Experiment 1.
Children in the iconic manner gesture group per-
formed significantly better than chance in Block 1,
Z = �3.80, p < .001, r = .78, and Block 2, Z = �4.06,
p < .001, r = .83, and children in the interactive ges-
ture group did not perform significantly different
from chance in Block 1, Z = �1.96, p = .050, r = .40,
and Block 2, Z = �1.54, p = .123, r = .31.

Discussion

As in Experiment 1, the results show that seeing
iconic gestures promotes first-order generalization
of individual verb meanings (Block 1) and second-
order generalization of the subcategory of verbs
describing locomotion verbs (Block 2), even after a
1-week delay.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 investigates whether iconic ges-
tures depicting verb referents are better for promot-
ing first- and second-order verb generalization than
path-tracing gestures iconically depicting the actors’
lateral path by tracing their movement from the left
to the right side on the computer screen, and at the
same time, drawing children’s attention to the stim-
ulus events.
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Methods and Materials

Design

The design was the same as in Experiment 1, but
we introduced path-tracing gestures as a control in
the first block of the task instead of interactive ges-
tures (see Figure 1). A path-tracing gesture
involved an index-finger point that traced the
actor’s location (i.e., path) on the computer screen
as they moved across the length of a scene (from
left to right). Each path-tracing gesture was pro-
duced as long as actors were moving across the
scene, just like the iconic manner gestures. Thus,
both iconic manner and path-tracing gestures were
dynamic in nature. Path-tracing gestures directed
children’s attention to the center of the center of the
stimulus events, and they were produced approxi-
mately at belly button height of each actor. A video
recording that illustrates how the path-tracing ges-
tures were produced in relation to the stimulus
events can be viewed via the Open Science Frame-
work (osf.io/3jx4b).

Participants

The data were collected between November 28,
2018 and January 21, 2019. As in Experiments 1
and 2, the sample included 48 typically developing
children (25 girls, 23 boys) between 36 and
50 months old (M = 43.24, SD = 4.54). An addi-
tional eight children were tested, but excluded from
the analysis because they pointed only to answers
on the one side of the screen in test trials (N = 1),
were not compliant (e.g., covered their face with
their arm during the task, N = 1), did not finish all
the trials (N = 1), were too old on the day of testing
(N = 2), or did not meet the English language
requirements (N = 3). Participants were recruited
via two public nurseries and two Early Years
Teaching Centers in Warwickshire (United King-
dom) and from the database of families interested
in taking part in language development research
with their child at the University of Warwick. The
nurseries where the data for this experiment were
collected partly overlapped with Experiments 1 and
2, but none of the children had participated in these
previous experiments. Twelve percent of the chil-
dren had a racial background other than White (8%
Asian, 4% Black). There were 13 girls and 11 boys
in the iconic manner gesture group and 12 girls and
12 boys in the interactive gesture group. Children’s
age in months did not differ between the two
groups, F(1, 46) = 1.19, p = .281, nor did their gen-
der v2(1) = 0.08, p = .773. Informed parental

consent was obtained for all participants. All chil-
dren were exposed to the English language for at
least 70% of the time and English was the primary
language spoken at home (as indicated by their
caregivers). Participating nurseries received a book
voucher and children who took part in the research
lab received a toy and a certificate.

Materials

The materials were the same as in Experiments 1
and 2.

Randomization and Counterbalancing

Randomization and counterbalancing were the
same as in Experiment 1.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1,
apart from the following. The experimenter now
produced path-tracing gestures (at a distance of
approximately 10 cm off the computer screen) that
traced the actors’ location on the screen during the
movement (i.e., their path from left to right) in
Block 1 for the control group, instead of interactive
gestures (see Figure 1). In the same way as in
Experiments 1 and 2, all children were taught novel
verbs with interactive gestures in Block 2.

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed in the same way as in
Experiments 1 and 2.

Results

The right panel in Figure 2 shows children’s per-
formance on the verb generalization trials (in propor-
tion) in Experiment 3 organized by group and block.
The same analysis was used as in Experiments 1 and
2. The main effect of group on verb generalization
performance was significant, v2(2) = 6.27, p = .043,
but not the main effect of block, v2(2) = 3.56,
p = .169, or the interaction, v2(1) = 0.34, p = .559.
Overall, children in the iconic manner gesture group
generalized more verbs to same-action events than
children in the path-tracing gesture group (b = �.70,
p = .013, 95% CI [�1.28, �.14]).

To further investigate our predictions, we com-
pared performances between the two groups in
Blocks 1 and 2 in the same way as in Experiments
1 and 2. First, children in the iconic manner gesture
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group (Mprop = 0.75, SD = 0.43) generalized signifi-
cantly more verbs to same-action events in Block 1
than children in the path-tracing gesture group
(Mprop = 0.63, SD = 0.48), b = �.57, p = .038, 95%
CI [�1.13, �.03]. Second, children in the iconic
manner gesture group (Mprop = 0.68, SD = 0.47)
generalized significantly more verbs to same-action
events in Block 2 than children in the path-tracing
gesture group (Mprop = 0.51, SD = 0.50), b = �.79,
p = .016, 95% CI [�1.50, �.15].

Finally, we calculated comparisons with chance
for each group in the same way as in Experiments 1
and 2. Children in the iconic manner gesture group
performed significantly better than chance in Block 1,
Z = �3.96, p < .001, r = .81, and Block 2, Z = �2.59,
p = .010, r = .53, and children in the path-tracing ges-
ture group did not perform significantly different
from chance in Block 1, Z = �1.94, p = .052, r = .40,
or in Block 2, Z = �.42, p = .676, r = .09.

Discussion

As in Experiments 1 and 2, the results show that
iconic gestures encoding the verb referents (i.e.,
manners of locomotion) promoted first-order gener-
alization of individual verb meanings (perfor-
mances in Block 1) and second-order generalization
of verbs that belong to the subcategory of locomo-
tion verbs (performances in Block 2), in comparison
to path-tracing gestures that encoded the actors’ lat-
eral path. This indicates that iconic gestures pro-
mote verb learning when they encode verb
referents, and that just drawing children’s attention
to the stimulus events with path-tracing gestures is
not sufficient to bring about such benefits.

General Discussion

This study has four key findings. First, preschool-
aged children who learned novel locomotion verbs
while seeing iconic gestures depicting the verb refer-
ents in a first block of trials extended those verbs
significantly more often to novel events than chil-
dren who saw interactive gestures (Experiments 1
and 2) or path-tracing gestures (Experiment 3).
Thus, seeing iconic gestures that depict verb refer-
ents promotes first-order generalization of locomotion
verbs. Second, children who saw iconic gestures
during verb learning outperformed children who
saw interactive gestures (Experiments 1 and 2) and
path-tracing gestures (Experiment 3) in a second
block of trials in which all children saw interactive
gestures and learned a new set of different novel

verbs. Crucially, the actors and actions shown in the
stimulus events and the novel verbs used to label
these events in Block 2 were completely novel to the
children (i.e., the children did not encounter them in
Block 1). Thus, seeing iconic gestures that depict
verb referents promotes second-order generalization of
locomotion verbs. In other words, iconic gestures
that depicted individual verb meanings helped chil-
dren to deduce new abstract knowledge about a subcat-
egory of verbs that describes manners of human
locomotion. Third, children used this knowledge to
generalize a new set of novel verbs of the same sub-
category 1 week later (Experiment 2), demonstrating
that seeing iconic gestures has a lasting beneficial
effect on second-order verb generalization. Fourth,
children who saw iconic gestures depicting the verb
referents (i.e., manners of locomotion) outperformed
children who saw path-tracing gestures that
encoded the actors’ lateral path of movement but
did not encode the verb referent (Experiment 3).
That is, gestures that encoded the referents of novel
verbs promoted first- and second-order generaliza-
tion of the verbs better than gestures that iconically
encoded other aspects of the events (i.e., paths) irrel-
evant to verb meaning. Furthermore, just drawing
children’s attention to the stimulus events with
path-tracing gestures was not sufficient to promote
the two types of verb generalization.

Seeing Iconic Gesture Promotes First-Order
Generalization of Locomotion Verbs

Our finding that seeing iconic gestures promotes
first-order generalization of verbs describing man-
ners of locomotion is consistent with studies showing
that iconic gestures promote this type of generaliza-
tion when children learn verbs describing object
manipulations (Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wakefield
et al., 2018). For instance, Mumford and Kita (2014)
showed that iconic gestures guided 3-year-old chil-
dren’s attention to components of action events that
could be considered as verb referents (i.e., manners,
end-states), which influenced children’s interpreta-
tions of verbs that describe object manipulations.
Moreover, Wakefield et al. (2018) demonstrated that
iconic gestures helped 4- and 5-year-old children to
generalize verbs that describe object manipulations
based on the sameness of action alone, without
including the object that was acted upon in their rep-
resentations of verb meanings. This study extends
their findings to verbs that describe manners of loco-
motion.

In line with Mumford and Kita (2014), we show
in Experiment 3 that the type of information
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encoded in iconic gesture matters. In their study,
they showed that iconic gestures encoding manners
of manipulating objects led children to favor a man-
ner interpretation over an end-state interpretation
in the verb learning task. In our third experiment,
children who saw iconic gestures that encoded verb
referents outperformed children who saw path-trac-
ing gestures that encoded the actors’ lateral move-
ment in the first- and second-order generalization
trials. The path-tracing gestures in this experiment
had an iconic component; that is, they traced the
path of the actors as they moved across the length
of a scene (from left to right). As actors always
moved from left to right in the stimulus events, this
iconic component did not encode information use-
ful for the two-alternative forced-choice generaliza-
tion trials (in which both videos showed actors
moving from left to right). The difference between
the two groups thus shows that iconic gestures
encoding information useful for learning improves
children’s generalization performance. In our case,
iconic gestures that depicted the referents of the
novel verbs, namely the manners of locomotion
helped children more than path-tracing gestures
that traced the actors’ path but did not encode the
verb referents. Thus, only iconic gestures with a
meaningful relationship with the verb referents pro-
moted first-order generalization of these verbs.

How did iconic gestures promote first-order gen-
eralization of locomotion verbs? We argue that ico-
nic gestures help children to focus on manners of
locomotion in a schematic manner (e.g., Chu &
Kita, 2008; de Ruiter, 2000; Goldin-Meadow, 2015;
Kita, 2000; Kita et al., 2017; Novack, Congdon,
Hemani-Lopez, & Goldin-Meadow, 2014; Novack &
Goldin-Meadow, 2016). Schematization by gesture
is a form of abstraction—iconic gestures that depict
actions strip away event components that are irrele-
vant to verb meaning (e.g., actors), while maintain-
ing the components that are relevant to verb
meaning (e.g., locomotion). Schematic representa-
tions of action events in iconic gestures can thus
help children to single out the manners of locomo-
tion in the stimulus events. This enabled children to
generalize a verb to a novel event in which the
same manner of locomotion was performed by a
different actor (i.e., first-order generalization).

Seeing Iconic Gestures Promotes Second-Order
Generalization of Locomotion Verbs

The current finding on second-order generaliza-
tion goes beyond the existing literature in three
important ways. First, seeing gesture promotes

abstract linguistic knowledge in children, just as see-
ing iconic gestures promotes abstract nonlinguistic
knowledge about mathematical equivalence (Cook
et al., 2013). Second, in Cook et al.’s study, gestures
and the concurrent speech both directly encoded
the abstract knowledge that the two sides of equa-
tions must be equal, but, in our study, iconic ges-
tures encoded individual verb meanings, not
general knowledge about the subcategory of loco-
motion verbs, and speech did not express this
abstract linguistic knowledge either. Nevertheless,
the iconic gestures in our study helped children to
deduce abstract linguistic knowledge about locomo-
tion verbs. Thus, iconic gestures helped children to
generate new abstract knowledge about this subcat-
egory of verbs. This suggests that the benefit of ico-
nic gesture in word learning has a more profound
impact than previously assumed (Goodrich & Hud-
son Kam, 2009; McGregor et al., 2009; Mumford &
Kita, 2014; Wakefield et al., 2018). Third, the effect
of seeing iconic gestures persists even after 1 week.
Thus, the lasting benefit of seeing iconic gesture on
abstract knowledge in the nonlinguistic domain
(e.g., the mathematical domain in Cook et al., 2013)
extends to the linguistic domain.

How did iconic gestures promote abstract
knowledge about the meanings of locomotion
verbs? We argue that repeated schematization of
action events guided by iconic gestures helped chil-
dren to deduce general semantic properties of verbs
from the same subcategory, which all describe loco-
motion. As such, iconic gestures tuned children’s
attention to manners of locomotion. This enabled
children to map novel verbs of the same subcate-
gory (i.e., locomotion verbs) to referents of the
same type (i.e., manners of locomotion) on first
encounter.

Two Routes to Second-Order Generalization

This study uncovered a new route to second-
order generalization of novel verbs. When learning
verbs, seeing an iconic gesture depicting the verb
referent led to second-order generalization. This
route is distinct from what Smith et al. (2002)
showed: when learning nouns, being taught the
same noun for two distinct objects with the same
shape led to second-order generalization.

Although the two routes are distinct from each
other, there is one important similarity. Both routes
provide children with repeated opportunities to
integrate two representations, which leads to new
knowledge and highly tuned attention. When chil-
dren hear a novel verb and see an accompanying
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iconic gesture plus a video showing an action
event, they can use iconic gesture as a schematic
“template” to identify the referent action in the
event. In other words, iconic gestures help children
to attend to the essential component in the event
relevant for verb meaning. As children repeatedly
experience this schematization process, they
develop the general knowledge that manner of
locomotion is likely to be the referent of a novel
verb and their attention is tuned to the manner of
locomotion even when they do not see an iconic
gesture. In case of the noun learning paradigm in
Smith et al. (2002), when children hear the same
novel noun in the presence of two distinct objects
with the same shape, they compare the two objects
and extract the shared property, namely shape. As
children repeatedly experience this comparison,
they develop the general knowledge that shape is
important when a noun refers to a solid object, and
their attention is tuned to shape when learning a
novel object label (Smith et al., 2002). In these two
cases, speech-gesture combinations and the use of
an object label for two different same-shaped
objects guide children as to what representations to
focus on. Repeated integration of two relevant rep-
resentations leads to abstract knowledge about
word meaning and tunes children’s attention so
that the word referent is readily selected from a
rich array of event information.

Gesture Observation and Gesture Production

Our findings that seeing iconic gestures pro-
motes first-order and second-order generalization
in children are in line with findings from gesture
production research. In a study by Chu and Kita
(2011), adults were better at solving mental rota-
tion problems when they were encouraged to ges-
ture than adults who were prohibited from
gesturing. This finding shows that adults gained
problem-specific knowledge from gesturing, which
is equivalent to our finding that seeing gesture
facilitates first-order generalization in word learn-
ing. Importantly, the beneficial effect of encourag-
ing adults to gesture in a mental rotation task also
carried over to a subsequent paper folding task
(another spatial visualization task), in which ges-
turing was prohibited. This finding suggests that
gesture production helped participants to generate
problem-general knowledge which they could
apply even to other types of spatial visualization
problems. This is equivalent to our finding that
seeing iconic gesture promotes second-order verb
generalization.

Lasting Beneficial Effect of Iconic Gesture on Word
Learning

Our finding that there was a lasting beneficial
effect of iconic gesture on second-order generaliza-
tion is consistent with studies that showed a
delayed beneficial effect of iconic gesture on first-
order generalization. Seeing iconic gesture facili-
tated first-order generalization of novel verbs refer-
ring to object manipulations 24 hr after training
(Wakefield et al., 2018) and first-order generaliza-
tion of the word under (e.g., “the boat is under the
bridge”) 2 or 3 days after training (McGregor et al.,
2009). These findings show that iconic gestures
have a lasting beneficial effect on first-order gener-
alization. Gesture is likely to facilitate first-order
generalization, because gesture highlights compo-
nents of an event that promote abstract learning
while leaving out details that could tie learning to a
specific context (Goldin-Meadow, 2015). As such,
gesture helps to create a schematic representation
that is “light-weight” (Kita et al., 2017) and may
therefore be easier to maintain in the memory and
lead to lasting beneficial effects.

Why is Seeing Iconic Gesture Good for Learning?

Seeing iconic gestures help learners generate both
linguistic and nonlinguistic abstract knowledge. We
suggest that three properties of iconic gestures play a
key role in this process. First, iconic gestures repre-
sent information in a schematic manner, which leads
to efficient communication (Kita et al., 2017) and to
generalizable knowledge (Goldin-Meadow, 2015). In
teaching contexts, iconic gestures can convey only the
essential information children need for the task. For
mathematical problems, in an equation, for instance,
gestures represent each side of the equation without
focusing on specific values or the plus sign (Cook
et al., 2013), and for verb learning in this study, they
focus on the action component of an event while
stripping away irrelevant details (e.g., the actor’s
clothes, background). Second, iconic gestures are rep-
resentational actions in the sense that they stand for
something else (Novack & Goldin-Meadow, 2016).
Iconic gesture as a symbol is “removed” from the ref-
erent, and this symbolic distancing (Werner &
Kaplan, 1963) may promote abstract understanding.
Third, iconic gestures are typically produced in ways
semantically coordinated with speech (Kita &
€Ozy€urek, 2003; McNeill, 1985, 1992). Thus, when chil-
dren receive information in speech-gesture combina-
tions, they may naturally tend to ground information
in speech to spatio-motoric information in gesture
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(Kelly, €Ozy€urek, & Maris, 2010; Novack & Goldin-
Meadow, 2016; Valenzeno, Alibali, & Klatzky, 2003).
This may be especially helpful when speech directly
encodes abstract knowledge (e.g., Cook et al., 2013;
Valenzeno et al., 2003).

Iconicity and Verb Acquisition

Children’s verb production seems to be related to
their iconic gesture production developmentally. For
example, English-speaking children show an increase
in iconic gesture production between 22 and
26 months of age, precisely the period during which
they also show an increase in verb production
(€Ozc�alɩs�kan, Gentner, & Goldin-Meadow, 2014). Fur-
thermore, Turkish-speaking children start producing
iconic gestures on average around 23 months of age
(Furman, K€untay, & €Ozy€urek, 2014), which is earlier
than what is reported for English-speaking children
(€Ozc�alɩs�kan & Goldin-Meadow, 2011). Furman et al.
(2014) suggest that this may be because Turkish-
speaking children start using more verbs earlier than
English speaking children. Verbs and iconic gestures
may be linked in production because they both
require the ability to individuate action components
in a complex scene and conceptualize the relation-
ship among various components (such as actor,
action, object, instrument, etc.)

Once children’s iconic gesture comprehension is
established, it can further bootstrap verb learning. By
age 3, children can reliably identify the referents of
iconic gestures that depict actions (Hodges et al.,
2018; Marentette & Nicoladis, 2011; Namy, 2008;
Stanfield et al., 2014; Tolar et al., 2008). This study
and previous studies (Goodrich & Hudson Kam,
2009; Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wakefield et al., 2018)
showed that seeing iconic gestures helps 3-year-olds
learn novel verbs.

In the preschool years, children can also benefit
other types of iconic cues in verb learning. For exam-
ple, 3-year-olds perform better in verb generalization
tasks when the form and meaning of the verbs are
sound symbolically congruent (i.e., the verbs sound
like what they mean; Imai et al., 2008; Kantartzis,
Imai, & Kita, 2011; Yoshida, 2012). Thus, 3-year-olds’
sophisticated symbolic understanding allows them
to use cues such as iconic gestures and sound sym-
bolism to bootstrap their lexical development (Imai
& Kita, 2014).

Limitations

The study is limited in two ways: only a certain
type of verb referents and a certain type of iconic

gestures were investigated. First, the verbs in this
study described locomotion manners. Previous
research has shown that iconic gestures can pro-
mote first-order generalization of change-of-state
verbs (e.g., Mumford & Kita, 2014) and object
manipulation verbs (e.g., Mumford & Kita, 2014;
Wakefield et al., 2018), but it is not clear if iconic
gestures can also promote second-order generaliza-
tion of these verb types. Second, the iconic gestures
in this study were all “observer viewpoint gestures”
(McNeill, 1992), in which the gesturing hands repre-
sented something other than hands (e.g., feet, legs,
body). Thus, it remains unclear if “character view-
point gestures” (McNeill, 1992) used in previous
research (e.g., Mumford & Kita, 2014; Wakefield
et al., 2018), in which the gestural hand movement
represents hand movement, have the same benefi-
cial effects on verb learning and generalization as
observer viewpoint gestures. This is because hand-
to-leg gestures are further removed from their refer-
ent than hand-to-hand gestures in terms of sym-
bolic distance (Werner & Kaplan, 1963). As such, it
may be easier for children to recognize the resem-
blance between an iconic hand gesture that depicts
a hand movement and the actual hand movement
(e.g., throwing a ball) than between an iconic hand
gesture that depicts a leg movement and the actual
leg movement (e.g., kicking a ball). This may facili-
tate first-order generalization. In contrast, gestures
further removed from their referents may require
more abstract processing and this may, in turn, be
beneficial for second-order generalization. These are
important questions for future research.

Conclusions

Many of the co-speech gestures adults produce
daily are iconic gestures that depict verb referents
(Remland, 2016). Nevertheless, the real-world bene-
fit of seeing iconic gestures on children’s verb learn-
ing has not been clear, because people do not
produce an iconic gesture with every utterance.
However, we show that seeing iconic gestures dur-
ing verb learning has a far-reaching and lasting
impact when they depict the verb referents; they
improve children’s subsequent verb learning even
when iconic gestures are not present. More specifi-
cally, seeing iconic gestures depicting verb referents
not only promotes generalization of the verbs
whose referents are depicted by the accompanying
iconic gestures (first-order generalization), but also
improves subsequent generalization of similar novel
verbs of the same subcategory whose referents are
not depicted by iconic gestures (second-order
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generalization). In other words, iconic gestures
depicting individual verb referents can help chil-
dren figure out not only what aspect of an event a
particular verb refers to, but also how to learn verbs
that belong to a certain subcategory (e.g., locomo-
tion verbs). Furthermore, the beneficial effect of see-
ing iconic gesture on verb generalization persists
after 1 week. Thus, iconic gestures depicting verb
referents play a much bigger role in verb learning
than was previously thought.
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Appendix

Supporting Information

Additional supporting information may be found in
the online version of this article at the publisher’s
website:

Table S1. Exploratory Correlations Between
Children’s Age in Months and Verb Generalization
Performance (in Proportion) by Experiment, Gesture
Condition, and Block

Table A1
List of Video Files Taken from the GRACE Video Data Base (Aussems et al., 2017a, 2017b). The Iconic Gesture Column Lists Video Files of Exam-
ples of Iconic Gestures Produced Live by an Experimenter During the Task. The Training Exemplar Column Lists Video Files Shown in the Train-
ing Phase and the Target Exemplar and Distractor Exemplar Columns List Video Files Shown Side by Side in the Test Phase. All Videos are
Available in MP4 Format Via http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/78493/

Iconic gesture Training exemplar Target exemplar Distractor exemplar

00F_flicking 11F_flicking 10M_flicking 11F_dragging
00F_scurrying 10F_scurrying 04M_scurrying 10F_groining
00F_grapevining 07F_grapevining 12M_grapevining 07F_shuffling
00F_bowing 06M_bowing 12F_bowing 06M_skating
00F_folding 02M_folding 08F_folding 02M_dropping
00F_creeping 07M_creeping 03F_creeping 07M_crisscrossing
00F_swinging 13F_swinging 05M_swinging 13F_skipping
00F_twisting 04F_twisting 01M_twisting 04F_stomping
00F_marching 06F_marching 09M_marching 06F_wobbling
00F_overstepping 03M_overstepping 09F_overstepping 03M_mermaiding
00F_trotting 08M_trotting 05F_trotting 08M_hopping
00F_turning 11M_turning 01F_turning 11M_hopscotching

Note. In the following order, the files names contain a reference to an individual (numbers 0–13), the individual’s gender (F = female,
M = male), and a short-hand label for the iconic gesture (Column 1) or manner of locomotion (Columns 2–4).
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